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DRIVING HOTEL VALUE
Headlines
Rooms based initiatives can increase
room revenue by over 10%
F&B based initiatives can stimulate
outlet revenue by over 10%
Spa & recreation based initiatives can
enhance net revenue by over 2%
Energy based initiatives can create
utilities expense savings of up to 20%

Given the increasingly challenging environment facing the UAE’s
hospitality sector in recent years, attributable to both supply and
demand side factors, hotel operators and owners have been looking
at how to drive incremental value from their existing portfolio. While
the most straightforward way of doing this is simply to cut costs –
often starting with payroll – many recognise that simply eliminating
headcount is not sustainable in the long term.
In order to try to bridge the gap between
actual and budgeted returns, concerned
stakeholders are turning to new ways
of increasing the bottom line both by
streamlining costs and creating new
revenue streams. This paper examines a
number of such practices that the team
at Knight Frank has encountered over the
past 24 months, their inherent risks, and
ultimately what the potential impact can
be on hotel value.

Rooms
Initiative 1: Managing OTA
relationships – 6.5% increase
in rooms revenue

ALI MANZOOR
Associate Partner

“Through a combination of
cost savings and revenue
generating initiatives,
hotel owners are able to
increase asset value by over
20%, with nominal capital
investment.”

Hotel operators and Online Travel
Agencies (OTAs) have historically had an
uneasy relationship. While operators have
UV[ILLUHISL[VKLU`[OLLɈLJ[P]LULZZVM
such booking platforms, the fee structure
– which often can go to 25 percent of the
booking value – has always been a bitter
pill to swallow. As these online platforms
gained traction, asset owners began to
question the importance of brand strength
and therefore the value of well established
internationally recognised hotel operators,
believing that many were leaning too
heavily on third parties. As a means of
ÄNO[PUNIHJRHNHPUZ[6;(Z[OLYLOH]L
been several campaigns in recent years,
most notably by Hilton, Marriott and IHG
designed to stimulate direct bookings
and regain control. Hilton’s ‘stop clicking
around’ program in particular was the
largest in its history aimed at driving
bookings back to the hotel website, and
resulted in the operator being able to
negotiate more favourable fee structures
with several online sites. Hilton was not
alone, and when other major operators
followed a similar course of action, it
became clear that operators with scale
had far more leverage at the negotiating
table than smaller ones.

While OTAs are a necessary tool to drive
third party hotel bookings, it is important
to note that they can also generate direct
[YHɉJ[VOV[LS^LIZP[LZ(YLJLU[Z[\K`
from Hitwise revealed that 5 to 10 percent
VM[YHɉJVUOV[LS^LIZP[LZJVTLZKPYLJ[S`
from OTA platforms, and a slightly more
dated Google survey indicated that 52
percent of guests visit a hotel website
HM[LYÄUKPUN[OLTVUHU6;(HUK
percent of total direct bookings occurred
after guests encountered an OTA listing.
What this means is that the onus is on
[OLVWLYH[VYZ[VJHW[\YL[OPZ[YHɉJ^P[O
HJVTWLSSPUN^LIZP[L[OH[VɈLYZ]HS\L
propositions over and above what can
be found elsewhere. When Knight Frank
examined a sample of hotel websites
HJYVZZ[OL<(,PUV]LYÄM[`WLYJLU[VM
the cases, online platforms published
more competitive rates that were not
available on hotel websites. Of the
remaining properties, (some of which may
have been compelled to have rate parity
with the OTAs) many were able to add
value through complementary upgrades,
perks, or amenities which were only
available after joining the loyalty program
– subliminally also sending the messages
that points are being left on the table
when bookings are not done directly.
What this means is that the bargaining
power and OTA reliance of an operator
can have a measurable impact on net
revenue. Assuming constant roomnight
demand, the strategy that the operator
takes in regard to OTA business can result
PUHKPɈLYLUJLVM\W[VWLYJLU[PU
rooms revenue as shown in Figure 1.

Initiative 2: Pricing strategy
during low season – 3.6%
increase in rooms revenue
During times when demand is subdued,
revenue managers typically deploy one
of two measures in order to stimulate
VJJ\WHUJ`SL]LSZ;OLÄYZ[PZZPTWS`[V
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FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

The impact of the relationship between
OTAs and hotel operators

Maximising RevPAR via promotional packages during slow periods
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lower rates, while the second is to keep
the rate constant, but to package it with
ancillary services – or in other words to
create and capture value. By employing
such a strategy, the understanding is
that during low season, guests are not
necessarily drawn to the lowest rate, but
instead seek the best value for money.
In an engagement undertaken by Knight
Frank within the UAE, this phenomenon
was studied between two hotels in the
same location with a comparable product
VɈLYPUNHUKKPɈLYLU[WYVTV[PVUZIL[^LLU
4H`HUK(\N\Z[;OLÄYZ[ZPTWS`SV^LYLK
YH[LZVYVɈLYLK[OYLLUPNO[ZMVY[OL
price of two) while the other packaged
the rates with value added activities
including a spa experience, a sports
activity, breakfast and set menu dinner
which all had marginal incremental costs.
;OLKPɈLYLUJLPUHJOPL]LKYVVTYL]LU\L
HM[LYHSSVJH[PVUZ^HZZPNUPÄJHU[HUK[OL
incremental gains in RevPAR are shown in
Figure 2.
The property that packaged its rates
– following a rate driven strategy over a
volume driven one – was able to increase
total rooms revenue by an average of over
12 percent during slower months, which
increased total rooms revenue by 3.6
percent over the year. Unlike incremental
occupancy, which has associated costs,
strong rates go straight to the bottom line,

Packaged rates

Lower rates

and in this case, maintaining rate at the
expense of occupancy was a strategy that
drove value.

Other areas worth examining
.P]LU[OH[HZPNUPÄJHU[HTV\U[VMYVVTZ
expense is related to housekeeping, there
is often a balance to be struck between
WLYTHULU[HUKJHZ\HSZ[HɈ6M[LU
WYVWLY[PLZ^PSSZ[HɈ[OLPYOV\ZLRLLWPUN
department for the median occupancy,
and engage a third party operator to
service rooms in peak periods. This
means that properties can keep their
departmental expense down; however,
pitfalls to consider when employing casual
Z[HɈPUJS\KLX\HSP[`SHUN\HNLIHYYPLYZ
the inability to impress brand culture
and standards amongst the workforce.
5L]LY[OLSLZZ[OLZLWP[MHSSZJHUILVɈZL[
by establishing agreements with third
party companies to ensure that the casual
labour provided is the same throughout
the contract period, which helps reduce
training costs and maintain the quality of
service and standards. Furthermore, a
hotel can also mitigate the risk related to
quality and service delivery by gradually
introducing and integrating leased labour
into the team, rather than employing a
large number at once.
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Food & beverage
With the potential to drive up to 50
percent of total hotel revenues (or more in
some cases) the F&B department is often
one that asset owners look to in order to
drive value. That said, there are certain
factors that are essential to bear in mind:
1.

2.

Accountability can drive
productivity. In a situation where a
restaurant is managed by the hotel
operator, poor performance can be
absorbed by the success of the wider
property, whereas when a restaurant
is leased to a third party operator,
poor performance may result in the
inability to pay rent which will result in
the outlet being closed.

desired, there is often a tendency to
treat them as a necessary burden that is
covered by the wider business. In cases
where remedial courses of action do not
take hold, hotels have been increasingly
willing to outsource their F&B operations
to a third party. Identifying and formulating
the optimal operating model for an
underperforming outlet is subject to each
owner’s and / or operator’s objectives and
the positioning of the hotel. The primary
operating models available include:
1.

Allocations can lead to a distorted
picture. In times in which top line
performance is under pressure,
operators sometimes apportion a
very small percentage of packaged
rates to outlets in order to paint a
picture of strong performance. For
this reason when looking at hotel P&L
statements it is important to analyse
and unravel the package allocations
in order to gain a more accurate
understanding of hotel performance.

Initiative 3: Outsourcing an
outlet – 10% increase in
outlet revenue outlets

2.

When dealing with an outlet that is not
KLSP]LYPUN[OLWYVÄ[HIPSP[`VYUL[YL]LU\L

Straight-lease agreement
The outlet is leased out to a
restaurant operator with its own team
and a base rental fee is charged.
Well negotiated agreements will also
include a termination clause and a
WYVÄ[ZOHYPUNTLJOHUPZTPUZVTL
cases if a stipulated goal has been
achieved), which can range between
5 and 10 percent of total revenue /
WYVÄ[;OLV^ULYZPNUPÄJHU[S`ILULÄ[Z
from this model as it provides a
guaranteed base income stream
with further upside in the case of a
successful outlet. Select agreements
may involve the owner providing
ÄUHUJPHSHZZPZ[HUJL^P[O[OLÄ[V\[VY
VɈLYPUNKPZJV\U[ZVUYLU[HSMLLZMVY
[OLÄYZ[`LHYVMVWLYH[PVU
Management agreement
A specialised third party food and
beverage operator is appointed to
manage an outlet. In this agreement,
the third party would assign its own
key personnel (e.g. general manager

and chef de cuisine), with the
YLTHPUPUNZ[HɈJVTPUNMYVT^P[OPU
the hotel team. In this setup, the hotel
owner would pay a management fee
to the operator, which would typically
range between 2 and 5 percent of
total revenue. An incentive structure
may also be included that permits
the third party operator to collect
additional fees subject to certain
WYLHNYLLKÄUHUJPHSTPSLZ[VULZILPUN
accomplished.
3.

License / Franchise agreement
Through license or franchise
agreements, hotel owners pay
fees to obtain the rights to operate
outlets under a particular brand. This
fee typically consists of an upfront
license fee and / or an incentive
fee based on a percentage of total
YL]LU\LZVYUL[WYVÄ[Z;OLOV[LS
management team is responsible
for the day to day operations and
Ä[V\[JVZ[ZHZZ[PW\SH[LKI`[OL
restaurant brand standards. In return,
the engaged entities provide key
personnel training, support with the
initial operational setup and guidance
on certain design elements.

These operating models are the most
common to be incorporated by a hotel
owner; however, in select cases, a mix
of both the management and license
agreement have been adopted to address
the objectives of all parties. Establishing
HZ\JJLZZM\SHNYLLTLU[[OH[ILULÄ[Z
both parties involved requires strong

FIGURE 3

The pros and cons of food and beverage outsourcing models

License / Franchise
agreement

PROs
• Most control over operations compared to other business models,
however brand standards still need to be followed
• Expertise support and training provided from a reputable operator

CONs
• 9LZWVUZPISLMVYÄ[V\[JVZ[ZHUKHU`V[OLYIYHUKYLX\PYLTLU[Z
• -\SS`L_WVZLK[V[OLÄUHUJPHSYPZRZHZZVJPH[LK^P[OVWLYH[PUN[OLV\[SL[
space

• Potential to increase hotel awareness in the market

Management
agreement

Straight-lease
agreement

• Capitalise on the strength, capabilities and local knowledge of third party

• 6^ULY[HRLZ[OLM\SSÄUHUJPHSYPZR

• ;LYTZVMHNYLLTLU[TVYLÅL_PISLJVTWHYLK[VZ[YHPNO[SLHZL

• *VUÄKLU[PHSKH[HSPRLS`[VILZOHYLK^P[O[OPYKWHY[`VWLYH[VY

• 6^ULYJVU[PU\LZ[VILULÄ[MYVT[OLWYVÄ[ZNLULYH[LK

• Complexities involved with agreement considering the hotel is already
operated by a hotel brand.

• Guaranteed income streams, limited risk involved
• Capitalise on operator’s upward performance

• Often consist of longer-term agreements – potentially reducing pool of
buyers upon asset disposal

• Leverage from restaurant operator / brand marketing

• Lack of management control

• 9LK\JLÄ_LKJVZ[Z

• *HWP[HSYLX\PYLTLU[Z

Source: Knight Frank Research

Property degree of control

Operating model
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Knight Frank studied a hotel in Dubai
where the decision was made by the
management team to pursue a straightlease agreement of an underperforming
V\[SL[;OLMLL^HZPU[OLMVYTVMHÄ_LK
YLU[HSYH[LHUKKPKUV[OH]LHU`WYVÄ[
sharing component. As showcased in
Figure 4, the switch from an operational
outlet to a leased one resulted in a
10.6 percent increase in the outlet’s
contribution to the bottom line.
If the operator was to continue operating
the outlet, they would have needed
to increase the average cheque by 11
percent or decrease food and beverage
cost by three percentage points, which
were both not deemed to be possible
by the operations team. The sensitivity
analysis in Figure 5 depicts the decision
making process undertaken by the team.
A straight lease agreement typically
includes a base rental fee, and rates vary
subject to the allocation of indoor, outdoor
and kitchen areas. Nevertheless, average
rates range between AED 200 to AED 400
per square foot per annum subject to the
positioning, size, location of the outlet
within the hotel, availability of direct street
access, quality of catchment market, etc.
Service charges including utilities and
services provided by the hotel operator
(e.g. cleaning, valet, etc.) typically are
charged directly to the tenant.
Nonetheless, despite the potential upside
of outsourcing F&B outlets, owners should
ÄYZ[LUZ\YL[OH[W\YZ\PUNZ\JOHJV\YZL
of action is permissible under the HMA
(Hotel Management Agreement).

Pop-up restaurants during
meal periods
F&B outlets in properties tend to have
some meal periods that attract strong
visitation and others that do not. While
the tendency may be to shut the outlet
for the less popular meal periods, more
recently this issue has been combated
through the creation of a third-party
TLHSZWLJPÄJºWVW\WYLZ[H\YHU[Z»HZH
means to stimulate demand. Under this
framework, outlets are shut down, ‘soft
decorations’ are put in place, and the
V\[SL[PZYLVWLULKHZHKPɈLYLU[JVUJLW[
By doing this, properties can increase
[OLPYUL[YL[\YUZPUHULɈLJ[P]LTHUULY
with marginal incremental investment.

FIGURE 4

The profit comparison between an outlet being operated by a hotel operator and a
straight-lease agreement
Operated
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FIGURE 5

Sensitivity analysis – total F&B costs vs average check
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Spa & recreation
Traditionally accounting for only 3 to
5 percent of total revenue, the spa
and recreation departments are often
overlooked, particularly as they tend to
OH]LSV^WYVÄ[HIPSP[`YH[PVZ5VUL[OLSLZZ
there are several ways to boost the
revenue potential of these departments
that create a meaningful impact on the
bottom line.

Initiative 4: Membership
programs – AED 1,000,000
contribution to revenue
There are a number of third party
membership programs in Dubai which

VɈLYTLTILYZ[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[V\[PSPZL
recreational facilities at selected hotels
in exchange for monthly fees. Programs
such as GuavaPass, ClassPort and
*SHZZ+P]LVɈLYTLTILYZHJJLZZ[VH
variety of health and wellness classes
(both in stand-alone and hotel gyms)
such as yoga, pilates, circuit training,
and aqua cycling among others. Other
programs such as Privilee are more leisure
MVJ\ZLKHUKVɈLYILULÄ[ZZ\JOHZILHJO
club access, hotel gym utilisation rights,
spa treatment discounts, F&B discounts
and tennis/squash courts access across
participating hotels in Dubai.
In return, hotel operators are able to
charge these companies participation
fees for negotiated amounts that
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can, in some cases, exceed a million
dirhams depending on the agreed terms.
Furthermore they are able to ring fence
the engagement parameters (e.g. blackout
dates, the level of access granted, the
level of F&B/spa discounts and most
critically the number of guests that can be
admitted on any given day). Naturally the
terms of each engagement have a direct
impact on the attainable fee.
Over and above the fees payable by such
membership programs, participating
OV[LSZILULÄ[MYVTJVZ[MYLLTHYRL[PUN
and coverage across third party platforms.
Furthermore members tend to engage in
ancillary spending at the property level in
many cases, usually in the form of F&B or
Spa spending.

Initiative 5: Spa operating
model – 2% increase
of total revenue
Often neglected, it is not uncommon
to see hotel spas situated in unintuitive
locations that are not visible from high
[YHɉJW\ISPJHYLHZ0UWYHJ[PJLVM[OL
operating departments, it is most common
[VZLL[OLWYVÄ[HIPSP[`VM[OLZWHMHSSPU[V
negative territory.
While outsourcing the spa is often a
TLHUZ[OYV\NO^OPJOWYVÄ[HIPSP[`JHUIL
driven, operators are reluctant to do so
with less well-known spa operators as
doing so often entails losing control of
the guest experience. Instead they prefer
[VWHY[ULY^P[OOPNOWYVÄSLOLHS[OHUK
wellness thought leaders either through
leases or management agreements
RUV^PUN[OH[HZWLJPHSPZ[VɈLYPUN^V\SK
not only have a greater chance of success
but also enhance the value proposition of
the rooms.
Hotels have two primary operating
models available when outsourcing spa
operations:


leasing out the entire area to a
reputable operator or;



appointing a spa management
company.

While the former is typical for salons, the
latter is more common when dealing with
M\SS`ÅLKNLKZWHVWLYH[PVUZHZOV[LSZJHU
retain control of the overall spa experience
^OPSLILULÄ[[PUNMYVT[OL[YHPUPUN
knowledge and expertise introduced by
the specialist operator. If leasing out the
space, hotels would typically charge a

base and incentive fee which would have
HI\PS[PUWYVÄ[ZOHYPUNTLJOHUPZT0MI`
contrast hotels chose to appoint a third
party spa operator, the hotel usually is
compelled to commit to an operating
term (typically 10 years) and is charged a
THUHNLTLU[MLLJVUZPZ[PUNVMIV[OÄ_LK
and variable components.

Initiative 6: Leasing gym –
revenue in excess of AED
400,000
Hotel gyms are traditionally cost centres
and are seldom a meaningful source
of revenue. Given the initial capital
PU]LZ[TLU[YLX\PYLTLU[ZZ[HɉUNJVZ[Z
(especially with the inclusion of personal
trainers) maintenance and replacement
costs, the various expenses can add
up. As hotel gyms are often obligatory
Z\IQLJ[[VHOV[LS»ZJSHZZPÄJH[PVUTHU`
WYVWLY[PLZVɈLY[OLIHYLTPUPT\T
facilities in order to tick the box. Without
third party membership programs the
revenue potential of the majority of gyms
are limited; however where opportunities
lie are through entering into partnerships
^P[OÄ[ULZZJLU[YPJJVTWHUPLZ;OLZL
partnerships are more common in Europe
HUK[OL<:HUKHYLHTLHUZVMVɈLYPUN
TVYLLUNHNPUNÄ[ULZZHJ[P]P[PLZ[VN\LZ[Z
beyond simply running on a treadmill.
)`LUNHNPUN[OPYKWHY[`Ä[ULZZVWLYH[VYZ
through straight lease agreements,
operators have the option to generate
incremental revenue streams, minimise
operating costs and enhance the value
WYVWVZP[PVUVM[OLOV[LS>OPSLKPɉJ\S[[V
X\HU[PM`^P[OWYLJPZPVUK\L[VKPɈLYLUJLZ
in locations and the brand strength of
operators), it is not unreasonable to
assume that a 700 sqm space would have
the capability to generate in excess of
AED 400,000 in annual revenues in parts
of Dubai that have an attractive catchment
market.

Other operating
departments
Initiative 7: *OH\ɈL\Y
services – uplift in revenue of
AED 500,000
Given the success of peer-to-peer travel,
the majority of hotels in Dubai have been
facing continuously declining demand
MVYJOH\ɈL\YZLY]PJLZ[V[OLWVPU[H[
^OPJOIYLHRL]LUWYVÄ[HIPSP[`PZVM[LU
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the expectation. When considering
the costs of purchasing / leasing and
THPU[HPUPUNHÅLL[VMJHYZJV\WSLK^P[O
[OLZ[HɉUNYLX\PYLTLU[ZTHU`WYVWLY[PLZ
have decided to outsource the function
altogether. In a number of cases, third
WHY[`LU[P[PLZHYL^PSSPUN[VWH`Ä_LK
fees for the exclusive right to operate
HÅLL[VMS\_\Y`JHYZHUKOH]L[OLTVU
standby outside hotel properties without
any obligations or guarantees from the
OV[LSVWLYH[VY;OLOV[LSZILULÄ[MYVTH
cost-free income stream while ensuring
that guests always have transportation
capabilities at hand. The transportation
JVTWHUPLZI`JVU[YHZ[ILULÄ[MYVTILPUN
HISL[VWHYR[OLPYÅLL[HUKOH]LHJJLZZ[V
a captive market.

Up to

20%

of utilities expense can
be saved through energy
saving initiatives.

Initiative 8: Energy cost
savings – savings up to 20%
of utility expenses
Hotel owners and asset managers often
search for ways to promote sustainability,
reduce their carbon footprint and
ultimately lower the property’s utility costs.
Within a hotel’s undistributed operating
expenses, utility costs can account for 6
percent of total revenue and any savings
YLHSPZLKKPYLJ[S`ÅV^[OYV\NO[VHOV[LS»Z
bottom line. Hotels in Dubai consume
vast amounts of energy as a result of
environmental and weather conditions,
particularly during the summer. During
this period, energy costs are at their
highest, at a time where hotel income is
typically at its lowest. As a result, a range
of tools and sustainability practices can
ILPTWSLTLU[LK[VYLHSPZL[OLILULÄ[Z
of reduced energy costs. Innovative
engineering and advanced technological
equipment is likely to reduce energy costs
and consumption by an average of 15
to 20 percent. Furthermore, properties
doing so are likely to achieve sustainability
awards and participate in programs,
such as LEED (typically implemented in
new-builds), Green Key, etc. as a result
of implementing such measures. This
can provide positive exposure, and in an
PUKPYLJ[THUULYJHUWVZP[P]LS`PUÅ\LUJL
guests’ perception, translating into
roomnight demand.

Potential areas for investment
to upgrade and increase energy
LɉJPLUJ`HYLZOV^JHZLKILSV^!
1. Lighting and electrical
. Use of LED lighting or
Å\VYLZJLU[I\SIZYH[OLY[OHU
incandescent bulbs.
. Include the use of dimming
lighting controls.
. <ZLVMYLÅLJ[VYZYLK\JPUN[OL
total required wattage.
2. Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC)
. :LSLJ[LULYN`LɉJPLU[TV[VYZ
to operate HVAC system and
include variable frequency
drives, which vary the fan
speed to control the output
of AC systems, and demand
controlled ventilation reducing
the amount of air distributed
and cooled.
3. Building envelope
. Replacement of windows to
TVYLLULYN`LɉJPLU[NSHaPUN
HSILP[[OPZJHUPUJ\YZPNUPÄJHU[
costs. A less costly alternative
would be to install solar glazing
VYYLÅLJ[P]LÄSTZPUZPKLL_PZ[PUN
windows.
4. Technology / control devices
. Invest in energy management
systems, which enable
personnel to operate and
program a wide range of
functions from a central point
in the hotel and detect any
operational issues.
. Introduce smart thermostats,
which allow for pre-settings and
provide greater accuracy.
. Install occupancy sensors in
certain areas recognizing the
presence of guests, either via
temperature change or motion.
. Carbon dioxide sensors that
adjust ventilation subject to the
number of people in a room.

Anantara The Palm Dubai Resort
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0U[LNYH[PUNZ\JOYL[YVÄ[ZHUK]HYPV\Z
energy solutions can require weighty
capital investment. However, a select
number of focused energy service
companies (ESCO) in Dubai are prepared
to absorb the cost of investment
associated with upgrades, installation
HUKYL[YVÄ[Z0UYL[\YUMVY[OLPU]LZ[TLU[
risk, the ESCO is rewarded by taking
a percentage of the energy savings
PTWSLTLU[LKV]LYHZWLJPÄLKJVU[YHJ[
term.
Typically ESCOs perform a property
PUZWLJ[PVU[VPKLU[PM`LULYN`LɉJPLUJ`
measures, which will then be shared
with the owner, who can select which
measures should be implemented. For
both parties it is a win-win solution –
[OLOV[LSILULÄ[ZMYVTZ[H[LVM[OLHY[
equipment implemented at no cost

which has wide ranging economic
ILULÄ[ZYVV[LKPULULYN`JVZ[ZZH]PUNZ
These savings also extend to the cost of
Property Operations and Maintenance
(POM) as the equipment installed or
upgraded will be the most up-to-date
and maintained by the ESCO team.
Conversely, ESCO secures a long-term
contract with pre-agreed returns over an
extended timeframe.

There is the potential for a

22%

In a situation where the owner is seeking
to sell the hotel, this strategic alliance
not only increases the value of the asset
but also provides a level of assurance
to potential investors that mechanical,
electrical and plumbing equipment is
\W[VKH[LHUKLɉJPLU[THPU[LUHUJL
is being carried out by a professional
company.

uplift in hotel value
through a combination of
initiatives aimed both at
increasing revenues and
decreasing expenses.

Conclusion
If many small changes are implemented to the way hotels operate, net revenue can be
stimulated in a meaningful way. The implications are clear as increasing net revenue leads
to increased hotel value and as shown below, this can result in hotel values increasing by
up to 22 percent with nominal capital investment.

Rooms

6.5%
1 OTAofRelationship
rooms revenue

2

F&B

3

Outlet management
10% of outlet revenue

Pricing strategy 3.6%
of rooms revenue

Spa & Recreation

4

Membership programs
AED 1,000,000

5

Spa operating model
2% of total revenue

6
TOTAL
10.1% of total rooms
revenue

TOTAL
10% of net outlet revenue
per outlet

7

7KLUGSDUW\FKDXσHU
AED 500,000

Utilities expense

8

Energy savings 20%
of utilities expense

Leasing Gym
AED 400,000

TOTAL
2% of net revenue and
AED 1,400,000

TOTAL UPLIFT IN PROPERTY VALUE

22%

Source: Knight Frank Research

OOD

TOTAL
AED 500,000

TOTAL
20% of total utilities
expense
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